G2 Surface Mount
HALL FIXTURE

The G2 Surface Mount redefines the surface mount fixture by offering
all the benefits of a pan-shape fixture in a lightweight, cost-effective, and
easily customizable unit. At 1.25" in depth the G2, together with the use
of pancake key switch contact blocks, solves the issue of key switches
protruding out of the back of the unit. This fixture can be mounted without
the need for any wall cutouts

Hall Stations

Hall Lanterns

Advantages
No need for wall cut outs
Lighter than its welded pan-shape counterparts
Hidden exterior fasteners for enhanced aesthetic
Fully enclosed key switches using pancake contact blocks

General Details

Dimensions

The G2 Surface Mount is a true mount that has the
ability to fit any component less than ts 1.25" depth.
Angle corners made of durable molded dark grey
material that compliments a variety of metal finishes.

Width: Variable

The G2 Surface Mount fixture is the ideal option for
those looking for a durable and functional surface mount
without the need for cut outs.

Depth: 1.25"

Height: Variable

Available Finishes: Brushed (#4) or Mirror
(#8) Stainless Steel, PVB Brass or any 20ga
Custom Material

Product Installation
1
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Place the top
hooked end of the
face plate over the
top angled flange
of the backer plate
and push the
faceplate downward
onto the flange.

Secure the
backer plate to
the wall using
screws through
the horizontal
slots on the
backer plate.
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Tighten the set
screw(s) at the
bottom of the
faceplate until
the fixture is snug
against the wall.
Be careful not to
overtighten the set
screw as this can
damage the fixture.

Pivot the bottom
end of the
faceplate over the
bottom angled
flange of the
backer plate until
the face is flush
against the wall.

Product Specifications
Fixture

Wall Backer
Top

1.25"
Side

Variable

1.25"

Variable
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